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Introduction



Introduction - Salience Effect

* Structure of Commodity Taxation in US
• Consumer Price = Pretax Price + Excise Tax + Sales Tax
= Posted price + Sales Tax

* Salience Effect
• Customers know what is taxed, but focus on the posted price
when shopping (Chetty, Looney and Kroft 2009)

* Imperfect optimization
• x(p, ts) = x((1+ ts)p) : full-optimization model

• x(p, ts) = x((1+ ts),p) : Salience effect
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Introduction - Traditional Commodity Taxation
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*Q : Do agents fully optimize with change of tax?
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Introduction - Commodity Taxation with Salience Effect
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*Result : EB↓, CS↓, R↑
*Q : Is the Salience Effect Fixed?
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Introduction - Salience Effect

* Previous Literature
• Harberger (1964) - The measurement of waste
• Gary Becker and Kevin Murphy(1988) - A theory of rational
addiction

• Chetty, Looney and Kroft (2009) - Salience and Taxation: Theory
and evidence

• Goldin and Homonoff (2013) - Smoke gets in your eyes: Cigarette
tax salience and regressivity
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Introduction - Contribution

* Differentiating models of decision making
• Bounded rationality vs Confirmation bias

* Limited attainability of first best outcome
• understanding how salience varies is crucial for assessing the
benefits of employing such taxes

* Sales tax can be more salient than excise tax above certain
level of rate

* A state government can control cigarette consumption
effectively by imposing high level of sales tax on cigarette
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Data Description



Data - Sources

* Cigarette consumption and Demographics
• Annual cross sectional survey from Behavioral Risk Factor
Surveillance System (BRFSS)

• Using survey year from 1984 to 2000

* Change of Tax
• Data comes from Tax Burden on Tobacco 2014
• To make excise tax and sales tax comparable, excise tax rate is
computed by dividing excise tax with average national retail price
in 2000 because states’ retail price is endogenous with excise tax
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Data - Description

Year Stats AVG daily Cigar Consumption Excise Tax Sales Tax
1984 min 18.98 9.11 0

mean 20.04 14.83 4.27
max 21.74 20.74 6

2000 min 13.74 11.15 0
mean 18.16 23.13 4.79
max 21.20 44.27 7.5
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Data - Tax rate distribution
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Identification Strategy and
Results



Data - Tax rate distribution

* 1. Identification of Salience

log-linearize x(p, ts) = x((1+ ts)p)

logx(p, tS) = α+ βlogp+ θβlogts
θ = ϵx,ts/ϵx,p

If consumers optimize fully, then θ = 1

If θ < 1, then sales tax is not fully salient
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1. Identification of Salience

* Econometric model 1

Cismy = α+ β1Excisetaxsmy + β2Salestaxsmy
+ γXismy + δPsmy + ζs + ϵm + ωy + µismy

* C : Individual Daily Cigarette consumption
X : Demographics
P : real pre-tax price, previous and following real retail price

* (1) Intensive margin : Log-log model
(2) Extensive margin : Logit
(3) Combined effect : Log-log model
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Result 1-(1) Log-log
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Result 1-(2)) Logit
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Result 1-(3) Log-log
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Endogenous Tax’s Salience with Its Rate
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Endogenous Tax’s Salience with Its Rate

* Econometric model 2

Cismy = α+ β1Excisetaxsmy + β2Salestaxsmy + ρHIGHsmy ∗ Salestaxsmy
+ δHIGHsmy + γXismy + δPsmy + ζs + ϵm + ωy + µismy

* HIGH : Binary variable indicating whether a state imposes
relatively high level of sales tax on cigarettes

* ρ indicates responsiveness to sales tax in states with relatively
high sales tax rate
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Result2-(1)
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Result2-(2)
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Result2-(3)
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Indirect effect

* Increase of sales tax has impact on prices of other goods
• Differences in sales tax elasticity of demand between two groups
may stem from differences in indirect effect rather than
differences in salience

* Fixed Effect Model (3)

Cismy = α+ β1Excisetaxsmy + β2EX ∗ GSTsmy + β3GST
+ γ1HIGH ∗ Excisetax+ γ2EX ∗ HIGH ∗ GST+ γ3HIGH ∗ GST
+ δ1HIGHsmy + δ2EX+ δ3EX ∗ HIGH+ ρ1Xismy + ρ2Psmy
+ ζs + ϵm + ωy + µismy

* γ2 indicates indirect effect in states with high general sales tax
rate
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Result3-(1)
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Result3-(2)
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Result3-(3)
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Conclusion



Conclusion

* Supporting Bounded Rationality
* Limited attainability of first best outcome

• understanding how salience varies is crucial for assessing the
benefits of employing such taxes

* Sales tax can be more salient than excise tax above certain
level of rate

* A state government can control cigarette consumption
effectively by imposing high level of sales tax on cigarette
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Future Research

* Deriving excess burden formula considering health
improvement

* Imperfect optimization in social insurance market
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Thank you
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